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About This Game

Damned Cold is a twin-stick shooter where you play as a prisoner of war trying to escape their captors through killing cold in a
reactive diesel-punk world.

Each run through can take as little as a few minutes once paths are learned, and enemies and traps figured out - but unlockable
modifiers will demand additional objectives be met before an escape attempted - and powerful new equipment and vehicles can

be unlocked to help in those attempts.

One-Shot One-Kill

Quick and deadly twin-stick shooter combat where any one bullet, arc of electricity or landmine could mean instant death.

2 Minutes in and out

Learn the map, the enemies and the traps - and escape in minutes. Once you've figured out the basics, come back and
accomplish a variety of optional objectives.

Killing Cold

Keep your temperature up any way you can, or freeze to death.
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Escalating Challenge

Escaping isn't the end - steal a tank, start a prison riot or commandeer a zeppelin. Multiple paths and objectives offer a variety
of options with each play through.

History Re-imagined

A world war 2 inspired diesel-punk setting, where tesla weapons and walking tanks are common-place.
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This game is fun . i dunno how to save my progress , and its community is small so u get luckey if u can get a low priced card .
But however this game is very fun and the trading cards have funney decriptions . also it has a fun gameplay and is a challenge
to get past . it also has a good story but it doesnt really tell u it so u must come up with a conclusion of the story . very addicting
7\\10. Very challenging and I am having alot of fun! Love the idea of getting the intel to unlock extra difficulties. Definitely
recommend picking it up for the 9$ it is 100% worth it!!!!. I feel like I'm only scratching the surface of what's in the game.
Every playthrough I get a little bit wiser, a little bit better, a little bit further, followed by a whole lot deader. This is not a
handholding experience, expect to learn through thinking at things and a lot of error. I see myself coming back to this game again
and again, exploring paths and finding things I didn't see before.

The latest update brings controller support, I'm loving playing this on the big screen now.

Easily recommended.

Protip: I find the bullets more deadly than the cold.
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